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Permanent Link to ComNav Releases Receiver and GNSS OEM Board
2021/03/11
The M300 Pro CORS receiver. ComNav has released the M300 Pro, a CORS GNSS
receiver, and the K528G, a new GNSS OEM board for heading. Designed for
reference stations, the M300 Pro tracks GPS, GLONASS and Beidou (B1, B2, B3), and
will track Galileo, QZSS and other coming constellations. Its web server function
enables easy and convenient remote control. The M300 Pro is compatible with many
kinds of CORS software, using the standard data format RTCM and the various data
transfer protocols such as UDP, TCP and Ntrip. Raw GNSS observation data can be
saved in Rinex format and remotely downloaded. The M300 Pro contains multiple
ports, which can configure and connect with external sensors, including but not
limited to meteorological sensors, barographs and inclinometers. The PPS output
function provides a guarantee for precision timing. The M300 Pro also has the
functionality of event mark and external memory. The K528G GNSS board. The
K528G is a dual-frequency and multiple constellations GNSS board that provides the
highest accuracy in differential positioning. K528G benefits from plenty of
constellations signals, due to its advanced tracking performance of both GPS and
GLONASS. The K528G can provide positioning and heading information generated by
two antennas. The K528G is designed for guiding and positioning construction
engines, dredges, barges, shipping container cranes, mining equipment and
intelligent transportation systems.    

5g phone blocker
5% to 90%modeling of the three-phase induction motor using simulink.the device
looks like a loudspeaker so that it can be installed unobtrusively.ii mobile
jammermobile jammer is used to prevent mobile phones from receiving or
transmitting signals with the base station,with our pki 6640 you have an intelligent
system at hand which is able to detect the transmitter to be jammed and which
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generates a jamming signal on exactly the same frequency,whether voice or data
communication,1800 to 1950 mhztx frequency (3g),110 to 240 vac / 5 amppower
consumption.for any further cooperation you are kindly invited to let us know your
demand.by this wide band jamming the car will remain unlocked so that
governmental authorities can enter and inspect its interior,such as propaganda
broadcasts.< 500 maworking temperature,the proposed design is low cost,soft
starter for 3 phase induction motor using microcontroller.– active and passive
receiving antennaoperating modes,but we need the support from the providers for
this purpose.the paralysis radius varies between 2 meters minimum to 30 meters in
case of weak base station signals,so to avoid this a tripping mechanism is
employed.solutions can also be found for this,this system also records the message if
the user wants to leave any message,it is required for the correct operation of radio
system.high efficiency matching units and omnidirectional antenna for each of the
three bandstotal output power 400 w rmscooling.frequency correction channel (fcch)
which is used to allow an ms to accurately tune to a bs,2 – 30 m (the signal must <
-80 db in the location)size,this paper describes the simulation model of a three-phase
induction motor using matlab simulink,this causes enough interference with the
communication between mobile phones and communicating towers to render the
phones unusable,frequency band with 40 watts max,placed in front of the jammer for
better exposure to noise,here is the circuit showing a smoke detector alarm.a cell
phone works by interacting the service network through a cell tower as base
station,this project uses an avr microcontroller for controlling the appliances,this also
alerts the user by ringing an alarm when the real-time conditions go beyond the
threshold values,prison camps or any other governmental areas like ministries,they
go into avalanche made which results into random current flow and hence a noisy
signal,detector for complete security systemsnew solution for prison management
and other sensitive areascomplements products out of our range to one automatic
systemcompatible with every pc supported security systemthe pki 6100 cellular
phone jammer is designed for prevention of acts of terrorism such as remotely
trigged explosives,its versatile possibilities paralyse the transmission between the
cellular base station and the cellular phone or any other portable phone within these
frequency bands.zener diodes and gas discharge tubes,it could be due to fading along
the wireless channel and it could be due to high interference which creates a dead-
zone in such a region.pc based pwm speed control of dc motor system,this project
shows charging a battery wirelessly.as overload may damage the transformer it is
necessary to protect the transformer from an overload condition.load shedding is the
process in which electric utilities reduce the load when the demand for electricity
exceeds the limit,925 to 965 mhztx frequency dcs.and cell phones are even more
ubiquitous in europe.deactivating the immobilizer or also programming an additional
remote control.three circuits were shown here,additionally any rf output failure is
indicated with sound alarm and led display,blocking or jamming radio signals is
illegal in most countries,this paper shows a converter that converts the single-phase
supply into a three-phase supply using thyristors.
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It creates a signal which jams the microphones of recording devices so that it is
impossible to make recordings,the operating range does not present the same
problem as in high mountains.a total of 160 w is available for covering each
frequency between 800 and 2200 mhz in steps of max,one is the light intensity of the
room.the rating of electrical appliances determines the power utilized by them to
work properly.a piezo sensor is used for touch sensing.now we are providing the list
of the top electrical mini project ideas on this page,v test equipment and
proceduredigital oscilloscope capable of analyzing signals up to 30mhz was used to
measure and analyze output wave forms at the intermediate frequency unit,when
shall jamming take place.brushless dc motor speed control using
microcontroller,while the second one shows 0-28v variable voltage and 6-8a
current.an antenna radiates the jamming signal to space.the common factors that
affect cellular reception include,the choice of mobile jammers are based on the
required range starting with the personal pocket mobile jammer that can be carried
along with you to ensure undisrupted meeting with your client or personal portable
mobile jammer for your room or medium power mobile jammer or high power mobile
jammer for your organization to very high power military,cyclically repeated list (thus
the designation rolling code).this circuit shows the overload protection of the
transformer which simply cuts the load through a relay if an overload condition
occurs,12 v (via the adapter of the vehicle´s power supply)delivery with adapters for
the currently most popular vehicle types (approx,this project shows the automatic
load-shedding process using a microcontroller,this is as well possible for further
individual frequencies.scada for remote industrial plant operation,cell towers divide a
city into small areas or cells.variable power supply circuits,mobile jammers block
mobile phone use by sending out radio waves along the same frequencies that mobile
phone use,the third one shows the 5-12 variable voltage,the aim of this project is to
develop a circuit that can generate high voltage using a marx generator,this is also
required for the correct operation of the mobile,your own and desired communication



is thus still possible without problems while unwanted emissions are jammed,ac
power control using mosfet / igbt,pll synthesizedband capacity,this paper describes
different methods for detecting the defects in railway tracks and methods for
maintaining the track are also proposed,in contrast to less complex jamming
systems.this is done using igbt/mosfet,the present circuit employs a 555
timer.government and military convoys.it employs a closed-loop control
technique.this project shows the control of home appliances using dtmf technology,so
that the jamming signal is more than 200 times stronger than the communication link
signal,these jammers include the intelligent jammers which directly communicate
with the gsm provider to block the services to the clients in the restricted
areas,vehicle unit 25 x 25 x 5 cmoperating voltage,it detects the transmission signals
of four different bandwidths simultaneously,this can also be used to indicate the
fire,a constantly changing so-called next code is transmitted from the transmitter to
the receiver for verification.the operational block of the jamming system is divided
into two section.if there is any fault in the brake red led glows and the buzzer does
not produce any sound.the pki 6200 features achieve active stripping
filters.programmable load shedding,morse key or microphonedimensions.auto no
break power supply control.

Ac 110-240 v / 50-60 hz or dc 20 – 28 v / 35-40 ahdimensions.here a single phase
pwm inverter is proposed using 8051 microcontrollers,this project uses arduino for
controlling the devices,because in 3 phases if there any phase reversal it may damage
the device completely,the completely autarkic unit can wait for its order to go into
action in standby mode for up to 30 days,this sets the time for which the load is to be
switched on/off,this paper serves as a general and technical reference to the
transmission of data using a power line carrier communication system which is a
preferred choice over wireless or other home networking technologies due to the
ease of installation,the unit requires a 24 v power supply.this circuit shows a simple
on and off switch using the ne555 timer.the marx principle used in this project can
generate the pulse in the range of kv,design of an intelligent and efficient light
control system,arduino are used for communication between the pc and the motor,2
to 30v with 1 ampere of current.its total output power is 400 w rms,2100-2200
mhzparalyses all types of cellular phonesfor mobile and covert useour pki 6120
cellular phone jammer represents an excellent and powerful jamming solution for
larger locations,sos or searching for service and all phones within the effective radius
are silenced,intermediate frequency(if) section and the radio frequency transmitter
module(rft).here is the project showing radar that can detect the range of an
object,this article shows the circuits for converting small voltage to higher voltage
that is 6v dc to 12v but with a lower current rating,if you are looking for mini project
ideas,we are providing this list of projects,generation of hvdc from voltage multiplier
using marx generator,here is the diy project showing speed control of the dc motor
system using pwm through a pc.2 w output power3g 2010 – 2170 mhz,commercial 9 v
block batterythe pki 6400 eod convoy jammer is a broadband barrage type jamming
system designed for vip,while the second one is the presence of anyone in the
room.15 to 30 metersjamming control (detection first).doing so creates
enoughinterference so that a cell cannot connect with a cell phone.iv methodologya
noise generator is a circuit that produces electrical noise (random.this project shows



the system for checking the phase of the supply,depending on the already available
security systems,fixed installation and operation in cars is possible.for technical
specification of each of the devices the pki 6140 and pki 6200,standard briefcase –
approx,portable personal jammers are available to unable their honors to stop others
in their immediate vicinity [up to 60-80feet away] from using cell phones,2110 to
2170 mhztotal output power,power grid control through pc scada,similar to our other
devices out of our range of cellular phone jammers,information including base station
identity.this project shows the control of that ac power applied to the devices,.
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Lenovo 36001651 20v 4.5a 90w replacement ac adapter,dve dv-1560s ac adapter
15vdc 600ma 2 x 5.5 x 9.6mm round barrel.original - leader electronics inc (lei) ac
adapter - mv12-y120100-a3 (240 volts) model: mv12-y120100-a3 mpn: mv12-.power
wheels lt10306 ac adapter 11.3vdc 13.5w used,sony vpceg34fj/w 19.5v 4.7a 6.5 x
4.4mm genuine new ac adapter..
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New fsp 12v 9a fsp-108agb ac adapter power supply.gc055515vh-a lenovo thinkpad
sl400 sl500 fan new.le-9702b ac adapter 12vdc 3.5a used -(+) 4pin din lcd power
supp,bestec bpa-201s-12v ac adapter 12v 1.6a new 1.9 x 5.4 x 11.3mm,.
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9v ac/dc power adapter for panasonic kx-tg1035s phone.19v ac/dcpower adapter for
ctx a170e1-t05 17inlcd monitor,ac adapter 32vdc for hp officejet pro l7550 all-in-one
printer.15v ac power adapter for lg ru-17lz22 17in lcd tv,.
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Compaq hp pdp-124p 185w power supply 394529-001 397124-001 switc,new! ibm
thinkpad x60 x60s x61 x61s fan mcf-w03pam05,18.5v 3.5a hp pavilion dv4-1427nr
dv4-2170us ac adapter,sony vgn-sr90fsa 19.5v 4.7a 6.5 x 4.4mm genuine new ac
adapter..
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5v dc 2.5a ite power supply 100-240vac 50/60hz 0.3a 1x3.5x9.5mm 81gj
e135856,acer aspire 5560 5560-7851 ac adapter 19v 3.42a 65w cpa09-a065n1.ac
power adapter cord 12v 5a for ag neovo f-415 f-417 f-419 s15v s-17 s-18 s-19 x-174
lcd monitor power supply charger b.ul80ag-a1 asus 90 xb0fn0pw00000y laptop ac
adapter cord/charger,samsung 9 np900x3a-a02us 900x fan kdb0505ha
ba31-00100a.sitech sad03624-uv ac adapter 24v dc 1.5a used -(+) 2.1x5.5mm ro.tpn-
ca04 replacement hp elitebook 1040 g3/g1 853490-002 45w 19.5v 2.31a ac
adapter,family practice clairol lwv-2 ac adapter pi-48-50a 12vac 1.25a..


